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Renowned MEDUSA Gaming Headset now also available as a
regular headset: the MEDUSA Street
MEDUSA and ESTRADO – The sound duo for home and work
Weertzen, 8 January 2016 – New year, new MEDUSA. The premium stereo sound of
the legendary MEDUSA Gaming Headset is now available in a cutting-edge street
design. The name MEDUSA has enjoyed an excellent reputation, especially among
gamers, ever since it first appeared in 2003 and is renowned for stunning sound
quality. Back then, the original MEDUSA was the first gaming headset to feature true
5.1 surround sound. Now, following on from last year's new stereo version of the
gaming headset, SPEEDLINK presents the MEDUSA Street – a regular headset.
Another newcomer to the range is the ESTRADO Headset Stand, which brings order
to multimedia kit on any desktop with its three USB ports.

New model boasts incredible comfort and sound quality
With a lightweight construction used throughout,
the headset weighs in at just 275g – plus it’s
extremely comfortable thanks to its optimised
ear pads. Its flexible headband and folding
earcups also mean it stows away in a flash. It’s
not

restricted

to

home

use

either:

its

breathtaking sound quality and flexible noisereduction microphone, for crystal-clear voice
chat, allow users to enjoy music and chat away
to their heart’s content even when on the move.
And if all this isn’t enough, the inline remote
offers convenient volume and sound adjustment,
plus
Available in two colors:
black and white-grey

microphone

muting,

guaranteeing

maximum ease of use.

MEDUSA and ESTRADO – The sound duo for home and work
Desktop a mess of tangled cables? Say goodbye to all of this with the ESTRADO
Headset Stand. It protects any headset against wear and tear, plus it ensures the
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desktop remains free of cable clutter thanks to its rear cable
tidy. What’s more, the stand features three USB ports, so
multimedia kit is always organised perfectly. The ESTRADO is
also highly versatile thanks to its integrated sound card with
audio output and microphone input – plus it looks great in any
modern home with its stylish aluminium components.
The

MEDUSA

Street

XE

Headset

and

ESTRADO

Multifunctional Headset Stand are available from retailers for
€39.99 each.

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in
the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio
®
of its own brand SPEEDLINK includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
®
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. SPEEDLINK
products feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence
and outstanding functionality. Through SPEEDLINK®, Jöllenbeck is represented in
over 40 countries worldwide.

Get in touch at any time if you have any questions, require additional info, want to
request an interview, or want us to send you products for testing. If you publish
anything, we'd really appreciate a courtesy copy.
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